LANZAROTE TRAINING CAMP 2017

WEEK ONE: 24TH APRIL - 1ST MAY
WEEK TWO: 1ST MAY - 8TH MAY
The Evolution Triathlon training camp will probably be one of
your most enjoyable trips abroad. Swim bike run fun in a great
climate. EVO training camps will be based at Club La Santa,
while the rides will take participants all around the different
parts of the island.

A great way to
improve your
t e c h n i c a l
knowledge of
the sport whilst
also increasing
your fitness.
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THE TRAINING
The camps will cater for all
abilities from beginner to
experienced who are
interested in various distances
– Sprint, Olympic or Long
distance. In other words, the
camp is for everybody. We will
be aiming to improve your
technical knowledge of the
sport whilst also increasing your
fitness. The first camp has the
opportunity to take part in the
VOLCANO TRI, an Olympic
distance race on the
first Saturday.
Athletes will have an option to be
tested to find their heart rate
zones for use in training and racing.
The week will begin with an
introduction and end with a night
out, starting with a dinner in the
restaurant Verde Mar in La Santa
village. Companions can participate
by paying €25 for a 3 course meal
and a half bottle of wine. There is
also late night partying on the last
night if you have any energy left.
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RELAXATION

With lots of coaching and training on offer, no Evo camp would
be without the opportunity to get some well earned rest. The
massive free form pool is an ideal place to relax and rest up
those muscles, take in some lovely warm sunshine and
regenerate ready for the next session. Your camp is there for
you to get fitter, make improvements and indeed recover!
Although we know full participation is highly beneficial, it is not
compulsory so you can enjoy your trip to your satisfaction.
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SWIM
The swimming will mainly be in one of our THREE 50m pools
but if you want to try an open water swim, we have our very
own Lagoon, which is perfect for beginners, as there are no
strong currents or big waves. Sea swims on the ironman course
are held at Playa Grande, in Puerto Del Carmen.

Sea swims are held along the
main ‘Playa Grande’ beaches
of Puerto Del Carmen with
clear blue crystal waters and
the lagoon right next door to
the complex.

One of Evolution Coaching’s Lanzarote ‘sea swims’ are held
along the main ‘Playa Grande’ beaches of Puerto Del Carmen –
clear blue crystal waters. Our swim routes are parallel to the
main beaches, keeping it shallow, but also out any currents…
you can even swim the famous ‘Lanzarote Ironman’ swim.
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Sea Temperatures ranges from 18c in winter to 24c during the
summer months, wetsuits are not necessary but strongly
advised in the winter months. We also have the sea water
lagoon at La Santa where the Ironman 70.3 swim takes place
for swimming, which is nice and shallow.

Pool training sessions are done
on-site in one of three 8 lane,
50m Olympic solar
heated pool.

For Evo use we have lanes for differing levels to deliver your
coached sessions. Outside of the camp timetable the pool is
available at any free time during your stay with us for any
additional pool training you wish to do. (The pool is open in the
summer from 07.00 until 21.00 and in the winter from 08.00
until 19.00.)
Your camp will include your own personal Video Swim Analysis,
stroke correction and your very own personal electronic copy
to take home, you will also receive your own swim types training
program to enable you to work on and improve even after you
fly home!
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BIKE

Our bike routes are some of the most breathtaking in the
world. Wherever you go you will be rewarded with stunning
views of both the dramatic volcanic landscape and beautiful
ocean with magnificent towering cliffs.
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Lanzarote is well renowned for its great variety of biking routes
both on and off road. Wherever you go you will be rewarded
with stunning views of both the dramatic volcanic landscape
and beautiful ocean with magnificent towering cliffs.
Whether it’s a short 20k, or a gruelling 180k (Ironman distance)
we can ensure that it’s a journey you’ll rate up there with the
best. From the white sandy beaches of the south, the palm
tree lined winding streets of the North, or the outstanding 500
volcanoes in-between – the bike tours we have planned for you
are amazing!
Tours are for all abilities – beginners, intermediate or advanced.
No matter what your ability we have the perfect bike route for
you. We have transport and maintenance backup available and
we can arrange to take photos and video footage if required.
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Most bike routes are organised with refreshment stops and/or
lunches en-route. We do have our favourites, for the views or
for the fab tea and “nutrition” they have to offer.
For cyclists, Lanzarote is a fantastic location for riding you bike.
The roads are smooth, many virtually traffic free and the
weather dry. Over the years many famous cyclists have based
themselves here for their winter warm weather training.
At Club La Santa, the Sports Bar is worth a visit as the walls
are adorned with portraits of past Club La Santa World
Champion and Olympic visitors, including Jenson Button, Erik
Zabel and Eddy Merckx.
Three good reasons to come cycling here:
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First is the great group rides and bike training offered by Evo to
all levels and abilities, providing the same training experiences
to amateur or novice cyclists looking to improve their fitness
and cycling skills.
Secondly, Club La Santa and Lanzarote have become a Mecca
for Professional Cyclists/Teams to spend the winter months
training as the weather is more reliable, warmer and drier than
taking a chance in Spain or elsewhere in the Mediterranean.
Thirdly we have arranged an amazing bike hire programme,
which means you don’t have the hassle, stress or expense of
travelling with your own bike – you just need to bring your
helmet, bike shoes and pedals.” The Pro Bike mechanics are
first class and always on hand to advise you, and will be happy
to answer any questions you may have.
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RUN
The runs will be held in
and around Club La
Santa, both on and off
road and we will also do
some work on the track.
When you participate in
our scheduled runs, you
can chose between
beach, road or off-road
runs.
For the ‘road’ runs, Evo
coaches will take you
for 5k, 10k or 20k, along
the beachfront
promenade in Puerto
Del Carmen, the route for the ‘Lanzarote Ironman’. This is a
beautiful setting along the specially designed ‘running path’
alongside the white sandy beaches with slight inclines and
declines for beginners and professionals alike!
If you fancy something a little more adventurous, come and join
us for one of our ‘off-road’ runs. The tracks we use, of varying
lengths, take us through the amazing countryside of
Lanzarote…. around, or up and down Volcanoes.
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Depending upon your ability, we can provide a challenging run
over tarmac road, Lanzarote ‘picon’ (the black lava gravel), or
over rugged terrain. We also use the running track, for drills and
technique work.
Participants must come prepared for the heat and terrain with
good shoes, hat, sun cream and water bottle carrier.
Price for either of the training camps is £250 per week, which
includes all group coaching, led bike tours, group 3 course
dinner at the Verde Mar Restaurant.
Payments can be made via Credit card, Bank Transfer or
Payment “spread” plan.

"
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Accommodation and flights are available from Sports Tours
International for Club La Santa or independently from many
local apartment complexes and airlines including, Monarch,
British Airways, EasyJet, Fly Thomas Cook, Thomson Fly,
Norwegian and others.
I have pre booked some New LUXURY SUITES for both weeks!
Sharing accommodation is by far the most cost effective. Evo
has pre reserved some lower cost off complex accommodation
to share and will be available on a first come first served basis.

For help with flights and accommodation, just ask!
Kevin Wallace - kevin@evo-pt.co.uk - 07780 994772
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